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1 Population Dynamics and Species Conservation
2 What is Population Demography?

• Study of factors contributing to  population variability over time

• Natality 1. Birth
• Mortality BIDE FACTORS 2. Immigration
• Dispersal 3. Death

4. Emigration

– Sex ratio and age structure also important demographic factors (e.g., deer hunting permits)

3 Historical Focus
• Variance in game numbers recognized, but uncertainty as to why (visible short term factors)
• Individuals in a population considered as a homogeneous unit - individual variability unrecognized
• Life History Studies – recognition of individual life history traits and implications for short and long 

term population variability

4 Why are life-history traits important?
• life history traits influence long-term changes
• life history traits identify spectrum of genetic and physical possibilities
• modeling and management decisions

– e.g., sea-turtle conservation
– Hawaiian Monk Seals

5 Sea Turtle Conservation
• Life history data mostly absent for endangered sea turtles 
• Application of Snapping Turtle population demographics from known life history data may 

assist in management decisions
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9 Mechanisms of Population Regulation
Factors that regulate populations may be density-dependent or independent

Primary Density-Dependent Factors:
1. Resource Shortages
2. Predation, parasitism, disease
3. Social interactions(e.g., Allee Effect)
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11

12 Hierarchy of Population Regulation
13 Metapopulations and Source/Sink Habitats

14 Implications for Conservation
• Critical habitat implications
• SLOSS
• Land Use/Exploitation Implications

15 Population Viability Analysis
PVA Models Must Consider::
• Demographic uncertainty: random effects on survival (e.g. skewed sex ratio)
2. Environmental uncertainty: unpredictable events (e.g. weather, resources, predators, parasites)
3. Natural Catastrophes: extreme environmental uncertainty (i.e. fire, hurricanes)
4. Genetic uncertainty: (drift, inbreeding) 

50/500 rule (genetic heterozygosity)
16 Threshold Responses

• Common species can suffer massive population declines that threaten extinction (e.g. 
Passenger pigeon – breeding flock size)

• Population change is rarely linear

17 Population Persistence
• 50/500 rule used as reference point for many endangered species
• MVA (minimum viable population)
• Metapopulation dynamics influence persistence (immigration/recruitment)
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19 Genetic Diversity and 
Species Conservation

20 Why Genetics?
• Fundamental Theorem of Natural Selection

– Rate of evolutionary change proportional to amount of genetic diversity
• Heterozygosity positively related to fitness
• Global pool represents all info for all biological processes – “blueprints”of life

21 Genetic Variation
• Variation within individuals = heterozygosity

– Mutation: origin of allelic diversity
– Recombination during sex

• Variation within populations: gene pool
– Allele types, combinations and frequencies
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• Variation among populations: Ht=Hp+Dpt

• Fitness consequences: reproductive success relative to genetic factors (correlates): size, fecundity, 
growth rate, vigour, etc.) – related to heterozygosity

22 Loss of Genetic Variation
• Loss of diversity
• Change in distribution of diversity
• Concept of Ne (effective population size)

4 Mechanisms for Genetic Loss of variation:
1. Founder Effect
2. Demographic Boundaries
3. Genetic Drift: random changes
4. Inbreeding
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26 Management of Genetic Variation in Natural Populations
A.Time Scale:

– Avoid population extinction
– Maintain adaptive evolutionary response
– Maintain capacity for speciation

B.Units of Conservation
– Maintain genetic diversity irrespective of taxonomic status?
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C.Hierarchical Gene Diversity Analysis
– Define conservation units
– Geographic proximity > regulate gene flow>
– Distance as genetic hierarchy

D.Biogeographic models of gene flow
– Populations diverge as function of genetic drift, mutation and local selection
– Countered by gene flow via dispersal and reproduction
– Require historical analysis of natural biogeographic population patterns (human disturbance factors)
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E.Depth of Evolutionary Separation 
- molecular clock
- priority for older lineages

F.Cookbook Prescriptions
- 50/500 rule
- Qualitative vs Quantitative approach

29 Other Uses of Genetic Information
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1.ID unique gene pools (CITES)
2.Taxonomic questions
3.Captive breeding

30 Limitations of Conservation Genetics
1.Lack of existing datasets, variable techniques 
2.Cost/effort ratios and limited funding
3.Superceded by habitat loss
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1.What is more important, genetic uniqueness or diversity? Given limited financial 
resources, isn’t it better to protect the largest and most diverse population of a species, 
rather than less diverse, locally adapted subspecies?  

2.Are genetic repositories of endangered species worth the effort?


